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WEEKLY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN
DE JESÚS

A Tribute to the Teacher of Love

My children,

It has been a year today since the soul of My son, José Trigueirinho, rose up to Heaven to continue
his trajectory in precious schools of service and of expansion of consciousness.

After his departure, many events came forward, not only in the field of service, of instruction and of
prayer, which Figueira itself was able to express, but also a great need for humanitarian help on
worldwide and international levels appeared.

In this way, the Sacred Tree of Figueira, which was cared for, pruned and protected by My son, José
Trigueirinho, during the last thirty years, launched new seeds of instruction and of service, which up
to recent times continues to sprout and provide infinite opportunities to all those who may want to
avail themselves of this Grace of living an absolute giving of self.

After thirty years, when the fertile soil of each heart and disciple was lovingly cared for by My son,
José Trigueirinho, the time has come for the virtues and the talents to emerge, to be at the service of
the Plan of God in order to alleviate all pain by means of love.

This is the time in which all the disciples of José Trigueirinho must take their places within the Plan
and commit to the Heights, to support the Islands of Salvation that, with such love, My son José
Trigueirinho protected and safeguarded with his humble consciousness.

This is the time for all members of the Light-Network, as good, dedicated and  tender servers, to
take up the care, the safeguarding and the maintenance of the Light-Communities, and to be more
present and active, knowing that the Communities and the Light-Nuclei will be sacred spaces for the
receiving and welcoming of humanitarian situations. 

Now is the time to put into practice all of the legacy received and heard during the last thirty
years. It is the time to bring continuity to the Work, that which the spiritual Hierarchy sowed
through the Community of Figueira.

In this way, My children, you will make it possible for the Hierarchy, upon the surface of the
Communities and in the Light-Nuclei, to have spaces lovingly consecrated and donated so that the
Hierarchy can continue instructing and guiding souls, so that it may continue to sow seeds of light
within hearts that are awakening to the great summoning.

Let us thank the Eternal Father for having sent a humble and serving Instructor to the world, who
safeguarded and protected each of His children and disciples.

I thank you for having responded to My call!
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Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


